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The Nordic region's �rst sustainability-linked bond "will likely come within a few months", he added.

The pipeline of deals would add supply to a market that's struggled to keep up with investor demand.

When it comes to sustainability-linked bonds, only a handful of companies have issued so far, including Novartis AG and
Suzano SA. Globally, sustainability-linked bond issuance totalled US$1.1 billion in the �rst half of the year, compared to
US$5.1 billion in 2019, according to data compiled by BloombergNEF.

The new �nancing form got a further boost recently, after the European Central Bank said it will start accepting the
instruments as collateral from January.

According to Mr Olausson, some obstacles remain, including the question for investors of how "to book an instrument
where the return includes an unknown which is outside the �nancial markets".

But appetite for ethical investments is high, as asset managers, pension funds and life insurers respond to intense
customer demand in the wake of the Covid-19 pandemic and amid growing evidence of climate change.

SEB helped arrange the �rst ever green bond back in 2008, after Swedish pension funds turned to the World Bank to �nd
climate-friendly projects in which to invest. More recently, SEB designed the framework for Sweden's debut green
government bond programme. BLOOMBERG
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